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Preface

This manual describes how to install and use the Dell EqualLogic Manual 
Transfer Utility (MTU) to replicate volumes between two PS Series groups. 
Before using MTU, configure replication as described in the Group 
Administration manual.

Audience
Dell intends this manual is designed for administrators responsible for managing a 
PS Series group. You must understand:

• PS Series group administration

• Operating environment administration:

– Windows or Windows Server

– Linux 

• Basic network and SAN administration

Organization
The organization of this user’s guide is as follows:

• Chapter 1, Introduction to the Manual Transfer Utility – Explains the function 
of the MTU and its typical application.

• Chapter 2, Planning for Manual Replication – Explains what media you can 
use and describes how to review, organize, and configure your source data 
before you create your transfer media.

• Chapter 3, Installing the Manual Transfer Utility – Describes the 
requirements for using MTU, and also how to obtain the MTU software kit 
and install it.

• Chapter 4, Using the GUI to Transfer Data – Explains how to use the MTU 
graphical user interface to perform a transfer.
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• Chapter 5, Using the CLI to Transfer Data – Explains how to use the MTU 
command-line interface to perform a transfer.

• Appendix A, Planning Worksheet – Provides a worksheet with guidelines for 
estimating media requirements if you plan to use removable media.

• Chapter B, Monitoring Manual Transfer Status Using the GUI – Explains 
how to monitor transfers in progress.

Conventions
Documentation conventions are shown in the following table.

Convention Usage

fixed width Command, parameter, output, file name, link, button, 
field, URL address, or e-mail address.

group_ip_address Variable. Replace the text in italics with the actual object 
name or identifier.

Volumes > Access tab When navigating the GUI, indicates that you must click 
a menu and then a tab.

bold fixed width Input to command prompt.

Overview of Dell EqualLogic Software
Thank you for your interest in Dell EqualLogic™ PS Series storage products. We 
hope you will find the PS Series products intuitive and simple to configure and 
manage. 

PS Series arrays optimize resources by automating volume and network load 
balancing. Additionally, PS Series arrays offer all-inclusive array management 
software, host software, and free firmware updates. The following value-add 
features and products integrate with PS Series arrays and are available at no 
additional cost:

PS Series Array Software
• Firmware - Installed on each array, this software allows you to manage your 

storage environment and provides capabilities such as volume snapshots, 
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clones, and replicas to ensure data hosted on the arrays can be protected in the 
event of an error or disaster.

– Group Manager GUI: Provides a graphical user interface for managing 
your array

– Group Manager CLI: Provides a command line interface for managing 
your array.

• Manual Transfer Utility (MTU): Runs on Windows and Linux host systems 
and enables secure transfer of large amounts of data to a replication partner 
site when configuring disaster tolerance. You use portable media to eliminate 
network congestion, minimize downtime, and quick-start replication.

Host Software for Windows
• Host Integration Tools 

– Remote Setup Wizard (RSW): Initializes new PS Series arrays, 
configures host connections to PS Series SANs, and configures and 
manages multipathing.

– Multipath I/O Device Specific Module (MPIO DSM): Includes a 
connection awareness-module that understands PS Series network load 
balancing and facilitates host connections to PS Series volumes.

– VSS and VDS Provider Services: Allows 3rd party backup software 
vendors to perform off-host backups.

– Auto-Snapshot Manager/Microsoft Edition (ASM/ME): Provides 
point-in-time SAN protection of critical application data using PS Series 
snapshots, clones, and replicas of supported applications such as SQL 
Server, Exchange Server, Hyper-V, and NTFS file shares.

• SAN HeadQuarters (SANHQ): Provides centralized monitoring, historical 
performance trending, and event reporting for multiple PS Series groups. 

Host Software for VMware
• Storage Adapter for Site Recovery Manager (SRM): Allows SRM to 

understand and recognize PS Series replication for full SRM integration.

• Auto-Snapshot Manager/VMware Edition (ASM/VE): Integrates with 
VMware Virtual Center and PS Series snapshots to allow administrators to 
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enable Smart Copy protection of Virtual Center folders, datastores, and virtual 
machines.

Current Customers Please Note: You may not be running the latest versions of the 
tools and software listed above. If you are under valid warranty or support 
agreements for your PS Series array, you are entitled to obtain the latest updates 
and new releases as they become available. 

Related Documentation
For detailed information about PS Series arrays, groups, volumes, array software, 
and host software, see the following documentation: 
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Technical Support and Customer Service
Dell's support service is available to answer your questions about PS Series 
arrays. If you have an Express Service Code, have it ready when you call. The 
code helps Dell's automated-support telephone system direct your call more 
efficiently.

Contacting Dell

Dell provides several online and telephone-based support and service options. 
Availability varies by country and product, and some services may not be 
available in your area.

For customers in the United States, call 800-945-3355.

Note:  If you do not have an Internet connection, you can find contact information 
on your purchase invoice, packing slip, bill, or Dell product catalog.

To contact Dell for sales, technical support, or customer service issues:

1. Visit support.dell.com or the Dell support URL specified in information 
provided with the Dell product.

2. Select your locale. Use the locale menu or click on the link that specifies your 
country or region.

3. Select the required service. Click the "Contact Us" link, or select the Dell 
support service from the list of services provided.

4. Choose your preferred method of contacting Dell support, such as e-mail or 
telephone.

Online Services

You can learn about Dell products and services using the following procedure:

1. Visit www.dell.com (or the URL specified in any Dell product information).

2. Use the locale menu or click on the link that specifies your country or region.
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1  Introduction to the Manual Transfer Utility

Replication is a standard feature of PS Series groups that enables you to configure a 
disaster-tolerant SAN environment. Using replication can provide you with an opportunity 
to recover data after a disaster.

When you configure replication, a PS Series group automatically copies volume data to a 
different group to maintain redundant copies of volume data. Remote copies of data 
volumes are known as replicas. For a detailed overview of replication, see the Group 
Administration manual.

By default, replication occurs over the network link between the primary and secondary 
groups. The network link must have sufficient bandwidth and speed to handle the traffic 
and complete the replication operation in a timely manner. Potentially, the secondary 
group might be geographically remote, greatly reducing the risk of data loss due to a 
localized disaster. 

If you are transferring a large amount of data and your network link is not sufficient, you 
can use the Manual Transfer Utility (MTU) for a replication operation. Manual transfer 
replication requires manual tasks and typically uses removable media to copy data to the 
secondary group.

The following topics are covered:

• How MTU Works
• Scenarios for Using Manual Transfer
• Features of MTU
• Available User Interfaces
• Using MTU with Failback Replication
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How MTU Works

Figure 1-1 shows the following sequence of the typical MTU use: 

Callout Description

1 Use MTU to copy volume data from the primary group, encapsulated in one or more 
transfer files directly onto removable media (such as a portable disk drive, tape, or 
DVD-ROM) or onto a computer such as a laptop.

2 Transport the media or laptop to the location of the receiving secondary group.

3 On the secondary group, use MTU to load the data onto the group into replicas.
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Figure 1-1: Replication using Physical Media
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Scenarios for Using Manual Transfer

Manual transfer replication should only be used when necessary. A properly constructed 
and sized network should be able to handle network replication. Possible scenarios for 
using MTU for replication include the following:

• An initial replication of a volume copies the contents of the volume to the secondary 
group. If in-use volume space is large and the network is slow, the replication 
operation can take a long time. Therefore, using manual transfer replication can be 
helpful. 

• Major changes to the volume. You can use manual replication whenever you must 
replicate an unusually large amount of data (for example, you wrote a lot of data to a 
database) or if you performed a maintenance operation on the volume (such as a 
defragment operation) that results in a large data transfer. 

• As part of failback. Prior to failing back to the primary group, you must replicate the 
recovery volume to the primary group. If you have a lot of data to transfer, or if the 
failback snapshot does not exist on the primary group, you may want to use manual 
replication. See Using MTU with Failback Replication on page 1-5.

Features of MTU

MTU offers the following features:
• Expediting large data transfers between groups.
• User interfaces for both Windows and Linux platforms. See Available User Interfaces.
• File compression - Optionally, you can compress the volume data. There are some 

restrictions. See Constraints When Using MTU on page 2-4.
• Data encryption - You can optionally encrypt the data and prevent unauthorized access 

with a password.

Available User Interfaces

MTU has two interfaces. Use the one appropriate to your operating environment:
• Graphical user interface (GUI) that runs on Microsoft Windows. This interface is 

integrated into the Group Manager GUI. On Windows computers, the GUI is the 
recommended method of doing manual transfer replication. Launch the GUI from the 
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EqualLogic Group Manager GUI, not the Windows icon installed on the Windows 
system. The icon is used to launch the MTU CLI if needed.

See Installing on Microsoft Windows or Windows Server on page 3-4 for the Windows 
environments that support MTU.

• Interactive command line interface (CLI) that runs on Windows, with a separate 
version for Linux. You can also use the CLI for scripting. See Chapter 5, Using the 
CLI to Transfer Data.

You can use either interface on either replication partner. For example, you can use the 
MTU GUI to do the data copy on the source group, and then use the CLI to do the data 
load on the receiving group, or vice versa. 

Using MTU with Failback Replication 

MTU can be used for all replications including during failback. You can use MTU when 
replicating from a recovery group to the primary group prior to failing back to the primary 
group.

Detailed descriptions on how to fail over user data volumes are included in the Group 
Administration manual.

Using the Group Manager, you can fail over the volume to the secondary group and make 
the volume data available to initiators. If the original volume on the primary group 
becomes available, use the “Replicate to Partner” operation to replicate the recovery 
volume to the primary group. You can choose the MTU option.

When you choose to use manual transfer replication, the Group Manager’s Group 
Monitoring – Replication window shows an in-progress status create replica step until you 
complete the manual transfer replication. When the manual transfer replication is 
complete, the Replicate to Partner operation continues automatically. 

When you want to return to the original volume replication configuration, you can use the 
Group Manager Failback to Primary operation. At this point, you can use MTU. However, 
you cannot use the recovery volume, because it will be offline during the replication.
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2  Planning for Manual Replication

Before you can begin using the Manual Transfer Utility to create the transfer files, 
consider the following planning items:
• Type of transfer media and capacity. See Transfer Media.
• Control of the number and size of transfer files. See Sizing Transfer Files on page 2-2.
• Use of file encryption. See MTU Encryption on page 2-4.
• Use of removable media. See Writing Transfer Files Directly to Removable Media on 

page 2-2.
• Use of a temporary directory. See Writing a Transfer File to a Temporary Directory on 

page 2-3.

• Constraints when using MTU. See Constraints When Using MTU on page 2-4.
• Whether you can use an image backup. See Using an Image Backup instead of MTU 

on page 2-5.

Transfer Media

You need a way to transport the volume data from the primary group to the secondary 
group.  You have these options for transfer media:
• Removable media, such as high-capacity tape, portable disk drive, or DVD-ROM, or 

Blu-ray disk. Using removeable media is the most likely method. 

The media must have enough space to store the transfer files.

Optional requirement:  If you are not writing directly to the media, you also need 
enough temporary space on the computer to store the transfer files.

• Space on a portable computer that has access to both groups. 

Requirement:  You need enough space to store the transfer files. 
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Transfer Media Prerequisites

Table 2-1 describes the prerequisites for using transfer media.
Table 2-1: Transfer Media Prerequisites

Prerequisite Item Description

Media type Type of transfer media, such as portable disks, 
high-capacity tape, DVD-ROM, or Blu-ray disk.

Media capacity File size and total capacity limits of the media. See 
Sizing Transfer Files on page 2-2.

Temporary space requirement If you must create the transfer files in temporary space, 
and then use a separate application to copy the data onto 
the media, you need space on the computer. See Writing 
a Transfer File to a Temporary Directory on page 2-3.

Appendix A, Planning Worksheet provides a worksheet that you can use to determine the 
maximum requirements for removable media.

Sizing Transfer Files

MTU provides settings that enable you to control the number and size of transfer files. If 
writing directly onto removable media, by default the utility limits the transfer file size to 
98% of the destination drive capacity.

If you limit the size of the individual transfer files, you can then also specify the number of 
files the utility creates in a single operation (1 to 100). The utility creates only as many 
files as necessary.

If the operation is interrupted (either by you or due to a network problem), when the utility 
resumes the operation, it creates the number of files specified, even if a previous attempt 
failed to create all the files in that operation. 

Writing Transfer Files Directly to Removable Media

If your computer has the capability of writing directly to removable media, you can 
specify a file size limit based on the media capacity. Use the default value for the number 
of files to create (1 file). By default, the utility uses 98% of the media capacity, to leave 
room for operational overhead. 
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When the media is full and if more transfer files are needed, MTU displays the following 
message:

Need more files 

MTU then pauses until you remove the full media and mount blank media at the same 
location (drive letter or mount point). You repeat this operation until you have created all 
the transfer files for the volume. 

Note: If your primary and secondary groups are geographically close, you might use a 
device such as such as an external hard drive. Even if that external drive does not 
have sufficient capacity to hold all the replicated data in a single file, you can refill 
and off load the drive as many times as is necessary to complete the transfer. MTU 
pauses the transfer and prompts: need more files until the transfer is 
complete.

Writing a Transfer File to a Temporary Directory

If you use a separate application to write to removable media (such as tape, CD-ROMs or 
DVDs), you can specify a file size limit based on the media capacity or its file system 
requirements. Specify the number of files based on the file size limit and the amount of 
temporary space available on the hard drive. If you choose instead to use the computer 
itself as the transport media, use the computer's file system limits as your guide.

When using large-capacity media with no file size limits (such as tape), specify a file size 
based on the tape capacity. Create the maximum number of files that fit in the temporary 
directory on the computer. 

MTU pauses after creating the number of files you specified. This allows you to write the 
files onto the media. You then delete the files in the temporary location, making it 
available for you to create the next batch of transfer files.

Specifying Copy Options

Your temporary directory might provide sufficient space for all the transfer files but you 
might not know how many files you need to create. In this instance:
• Specify a file size based on the media capacity.
• Specify the maximum value for the number of files to create (100).
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MTU creates only as many files as needed. If more than 100 files are needed, it displays 
the following message:

Need more files

MTU then pauses until you resume the operation to create the next set of files. 

Note: Plan carefully when creating transfer files in the same temporary space for several 
volumes at the same time. Calculate the size and number of transfer files for each 
volume, and the number of volumes for which you are creating transfer files, and 
make sure that the temporary space is large enough to contain all the files.

Transfer File Compression

You can optionally compress the volume data. However, do not use compression if any of 
the following is true:
• You are writing the transfer file to a medium that has its own compression algorithm 

(such as a tape).
• The data does not benefit from further compression (such as video or audio files).
• The media has enough space for the transfer file without compression.
• The speed of the copy operation is more important than data compression.

MTU Encryption

You can optionally supply a password to prevent unauthorized access to the encrypted 
files. If you do supply a password, the administrator for the receiving group must enter 
that same password to decrypt the files.

Constraints When Using MTU

The following usage constraints apply in this release of MTU:
• Windows XP
• Storage Space Requirements
• Suspension of Scheduled Replications
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Windows XP

If you are running MTU on a Windows XP computer that is connected to the primary 
volume, or if you are running the CLI on a Windows XP computer, you must disconnect 
from the primary volume before you can start the manual replication. Windows XP does 
not support connecting to both a volume and its snapshot at the same time. When you are 
done creating the transfer files, you can reconnect to the volume. To avoid this restriction, 
run MTU or run the CLI under an operating system other than Windows XP. This enables 
MTU to connect to the temporary snapshot on the source group. 

Storage Space Requirements

MTU by default uses up to 98% of the available space on the system device or directory 
that you specify for each replicated volume. If you are performing manual transfer 
replication on several volumes simultaneously and writing the data files to the same 
location, you must divide the available space among all the volumes you are transferring. 
Otherwise, one volume's data might use 98% of the space and the other manual transfer 
replications may fail due to lack of space.

Suspension of Scheduled Replications

Any time you create a new replica (except by using a schedule), you can use manual 
transfer replication. Scheduled replications do not start until a pending or in-process 
manual transfer replication is complete.

Using an Image Backup instead of MTU

Dell recommends using MTU as the method for manual replication. However, if you 
cannot use MTU to create transfer files, you must use a method that creates an image copy 
of the volume, such as raw data backup. You cannot use a file-based backup method. For 
Linux, you can use a utility such as dd. You can also use third-party backup software that 
creates a mirror image of an iSCSI volume from your source PS Series group.

After you create an image copy of the volume source, follow the instructions for using the 
CLI version of the Manual Transfer Utility to create a replica set on the receiving group. 
Using the CLI ensures that you create the correct access controls and that you update the 
replication status when the transfer is complete.
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3  Installing the Manual Transfer Utility

Install the Manual Transfer Utility (MTU) on computers at both replication partner 
locations (the primary group and the secondary group). You can install the Windows 
version of MTU or the Linux version at either location depending on the local operating 
environment.

The following topics are covered:
• MTU Requirements
• Obtaining the MTU Installation Kit
• Installing MTU on Your Computer

MTU Requirements

To use MTU, make sure that your environment meets the requirements described in 
Table 3-1.

Table 3-1:   MTU Requirements

Requirement Description

Group Requirements

Replication configuration You must set up replications between groups, as 
described in the Group Administration manual.

SNMP configuration You must configure SNMP with a public community 
name, as described in the Group Administration manual.

Group Administration account You need the name and password for a group 
administration account on both the primary group and on 
the secondary group.

Computer Requirements
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Administrator authorization You cannot run MTU if you are logged in as a 
non-administrator user and do not have authorization to 
manipulate the iSCSI initiator. If a non-authorized user 
attempts this operation, an error message similar to the 
following error might be displayed:
Data transfer operation could not start 
due to the following error: 

Internal error in transfer program 
(reptool), contact product support.

MTU installation MTU must be installed on computers with network 
access to the primary group and the secondary group. 
You can install MTU in any location on your computer’s 
local boot device. However, Dell recommends the 
default location. Do not install MTU on an iSCSI volume 
in your PS Series group.

Windows supported operating systems Windows operating environments:

• Windows XP Pro SP2 or later versions.
• Windows Vista.
• Windows Server 2003 SP2, 2003 R2 SP2, 2008, and 

2008 Core or later versions.  

Both 32-bit and 64-bit versions are supported where 
applicable. 

Linux requirements Python 2.3 or later. You can download Python from the 
following website: 

http://www.python.org/

PySNMP V2 (MTU does not support PySNMP V4). 
You can download PySNMP from the following website:

http://pysnmp.sourceforge.net/

pyCrypto To encrypt the volume data, both computers 
(at the source and receiving group locations) also must 
have pyCrypto installed. You can download pyCrypto 
from the following website: 

http://www.amk.ca/python/code/crypto

Table 3-1:  (Continued) MTU Requirements

Requirement Description
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Obtaining the MTU Installation Kit

Download the installation kit from the support site. This requires a Dell EqualLogic 
Customer User account, which you can set up at the following URL:

https://www.equallogic.com/support/

After you have set up the support account, obtain the kit as follows:

1. Log in to your account and click the Customer Service Home tab.

2. Click Downloads in the navigation bar and select PS Series Firmware. Click on the 
link to the firmware that you are using, for example, 4.1.4.

3. On the bottom of the page, click on Manual Transfer Utility.

4. Under Manual Transfer Utility, choose the Windows version (setup.exe) or the 
Linux version (reptool.py).

5. Click Accept to accept the terms and conditions of the download.

6. Save the executable installation image to your local computer.

 iSCSI initiator You must have an iSCSI initiator installed on any system 
running MTU.

The Microsoft iSCSI Initiator is included with Windows 
Vista and Windows 2008. For Windows XP or Windows 
2003, you can download the Microsoft iSCSI Initiator 
from:

http://www.microsoft.com/downloads

You can also install an iSCSI initiator from the Host 
Integration Tools kit. See the Host Integration Tools 
User Guide.

Table 3-1:  (Continued) MTU Requirements

Requirement Description

https://www.equallogic.com/support
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Installing MTU on Your Computer

Use the appropriate method for your operating environment:
• Installing on Microsoft Windows or Windows Server
• Installing on Linux

Note: Although the MTU GUI is integrated into the Group Manager GUI, you must 
install the MTU utility separately. If you attempt to launch MTU and the 
installation is not found, or if you installed it at a custom location, the following 
message appears: 
 
The Equallogic Manual Transfer Utility could not be found in the 
default installation directory 
(C:Program Files\Equallogic\reptool). Check the Manual transfer 
Utility installation. If it is already installed, enter the correct 
path to the utility below:

Installing on Microsoft Windows or Windows Server

To install MTU on a computer running Windows:

1. Copy the file to an installation location, such as C:\tmp.

2. Double click setup.exe to start the installation.

By default, the installer creates the following directory where MTU is located: 
 
C:\Program Files\Equallogic\reptool\

Installing on Linux

On Linux computers, you can use only a command line interface to the Manual Transfer 
Utility. You cannot launch MTU through the Group Manager GUI. See Chapter 5, Using 
the CLI to Transfer Data.

To install the Manual Transfer Utility on a computer running Linux:

1. Install reptool.py in /usr/bin or /usr/local/bin, depending on your system 
setup.
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2. Make sure your PATH variable contains the path to the file.

3. Examine the file permissions and, if necessary, make it executable.

4. Enter the file name at the command prompt and press enter to start the installation.
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4  Using the GUI to Transfer Data

The Manual Transfer Utility (MTU) GUI is the recommended method of doing manual 
transfer replication on a Windows computer.

The following topics are covered:
• Overview of Data Transfer Using the MTU GUI
• MTU GUI Overview
• Creating Transfer Files Using the MTU GUI
• Copying Transfer Files to Physical Media
• Loading the Transfer Files Using the MTU GUI

• Completing the Manual Transfer Replication Using the MTU GUI

Overview of Data Transfer Using the MTU GUI

The overall process for using the MTU GUI to transfer data is as follows:

Step Description

1 On the computer with MTU installed and access to the primary and secondary groups, 
use the Group Manager GUI to create a replica. Select the manual transfer option. This 
action creates the following:

- A temporary snapshot on the primary group. (The snapshot is deleted automatically 
when the manual transfer completes.)

- A replica set and replica placeholder on the secondary group.

- Action items in the Outstanding Alarms panel for both groups. These action items 
persist until the manual replication is complete and committed.

Full instructions for configuring replication are in the Group Administration manual.

Start the Manual Transfer Utility GUI and create the transfer files on the computer.

(Only if you need to use a separate application to write to removable media) Copy the 
transfer files from the computer to removable media. If you divided the volume data 
among several transfer files, copy all the files for the volume onto the external media.

2 Physically transport the media to a computer with access to the receiving group.
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MTU GUI Overview

This section gives an overview of the MTU GUI. Instructions on using it for specific 
operations are discussed in later sections.

Figure 4-1 shows the layout of the MTU GUI.

Figure 4-1: Manual Transfer Utility GUI 

3 On the computer with MTU installed and access to the primary and secondary groups, 
make the transfer file data on the external media accessible to the computer.

On the computer with the secondary group, start the Manual Transfer Utility GUI and 
start the load process.

Commit the manual transfer replication operation. Optionally, delete the transfer files.

Step Description
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The top panel, (callout 1 in Figure 4-1) titled Manual Replications in Current Group, 
shows the manual transfer replication operations for the group to which the computer is 
currently connected, including:
• The direction of data transfer (inbound or outbound)
• Volume name
• Replication status
• Replica timestamp
• Amount of data being transferred
• Status of the data transfer

The bottom panel (callout 2 in Figure 4-1) titled Data Transfers on Local Machine, shows 
the data transfer operations between this computer and any group. Click the checkbox to 
see all data transfer operations on all groups with connectivity to this computer.

The Actions column (callout 3 in Figure 4-1) contains task link icons that enable you to:
• View details of a transfer
• Delete a completed transfer
• Stop or resume a transfer

Creating Transfer Files Using the MTU GUI

The first step in manual transfer replication is to create transfer files.

The following topics are covered:
• Prerequisites for Creating Transfer Files Using the GUI
• Procedure for Creating Transfer Files Using the GUI

Prerequisites for Creating Transfer Files Using the GUI

The configuration prerequisites shown in Table 4-1 apply when you use the MTU GUI to 
create transfer files.
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Note: If you are using Windows XP, you must disconnect the computer from the source 
volume. (You can reconnect the volume after the transfer files are created.)
Table 4-1:   Data Required for a Manual Transfer (GUI Method)

Data Item Description and Sample User Data

Name of the replicated 
volume

Use the Group manager GUI to obtain 
the name of the volume that you want 
to replicate

Location for the transfer 
files

The path to a folder where MTU 
creates and stores the transfer files, 
such as C:/tmp/xfer_files.

If you write the transfer files to a 
directory on a computer that uses 
enhanced security (for example, the 
Internet Explorer Enhanced Security 
Configuration), make sure the 
directory has the appropriate 
permissions. You cannot modify 
directory permissions when using 
MTU.

(Optional) Full path to 
the MTU executable

E:/utilities/reptool.exe

(Only if you installed MTU in a 
custom location, specifying the full 
path is a one time operation that you 
perform during the first invocation of 
MTU.)

Copy options - 
compression

When planning the manual transfer, if 
you decided to use MTU 
compression.

Check the compression option 
during the procedure.

Copy options - 
encryption

When planning the manual transfer, if 
you decided to use MTU encryption 
you must supply a password.

Check the encryption option 
during the procedure.

Copy options - File size When planning the manual transfer, if 
you decided to specify a file size you 
must state the size in Megabytes or 
Gigabytes.
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Procedure for Creating Transfer Files Using the GUI

On the computer with MTU installed:

1. Connect to the Group Manager GUI or CLI and log in to a group administrator 
account.

2. Click Volumes > volume_name > Create replica now in the Activities panel 
(callout 1 in Figure 4-2). A Create Replica dialog box pops up.

Figure 4-2: Choosing to Create Replica from the Group Administration GUI

3. Select the checkbox Perform Manual Replication. Click Yes.

Copy options - Create 
multiple transfer 
segments

When planning the manual transfer, 
decide on how many transfer files you 
want MTU to use for the operation. 
See Specifying Copy Options on page 
2-3

Table 4-1:  (Continued) Data Required for a Manual Transfer (GUI Method)

Data Item Description and Sample User Data
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4. Wait for an alarm to appear in the alarms panel. When it does, click the arrow to 
expand the Alarm section.

5. Click on Manual Transfer Utility in the Actions tab. See Figure 4-3. 
The Manual Transfer Utility GUI (Figure 4-4) starts. 

Figure 4-3: Selecting Manual Transfer Utility

(Custom installations only) Enter the full path to the MTU executable if prompted and 
click OK to launch MTU.

Note: An alternative method for starting MTU is by selecting Manual Transfer Utility 
from the Tools panel of the Group Administration GUI.

6. Locate the source volume in the Manual Replications in Current Group panel.

Figure 4-4: Locating the Source Volumes

7. Click the Start data copy link in the Actions column (callout 1), then click 
Next.

The dialog titled: Copy Data to Transfer File appears (Figure 4-5).

During transfer file creation, MTU creates temporary access control records for all the 
interfaces that it might access, as shown in the example Figure 4-5.
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These access control records enable the iSCSI initiator to connect to the temporary 
snapshot. MTU deletes the access control records when the manual transfer operation 
is complete. No action is required, this window is for your information only. 

Figure 4-5: Copy Data to Transfer File

8. Click Next and specify the path to the location for the transfer files that you entered in 
Table 4-1. (See Figure 4-6.)
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Figure 4-6: Copy Data to Transfer to Transfer File - Destination

You must specify either a drive letter if you are writing the file directly to removable 
media, or the full path to a directory (folder) where the transfer file is created, as 
shown in the example screen in Figure 4-6.

If you have already performed a manual transfer operation, the data in this screen 
defaults to the directory or drive letter you last used.

9. Select any Copy operation options for the data transfer file that you entered in 
Table 4-1 then click Next. 

10. Review the information in the summary window (Figure 4-7) and click Finish. 
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Figure 4-7: Copy Data to Transfer File - Summary

11. The Manual Transfer Start confirmation box appears (Figure 4-8). Verify that 
the transfer status is in progress and Click OK.

Figure 4-8: Manual Transfer Confirmation 

12. Repeat the previous steps to create more transfer files if prompted to do so.

MTU creates a transfer file name automatically by using the following syntax:

primary_name.volume_name.secondary_name.n.eqd 

If MTU creates multiple transfer files for the same volume, n specifies the order in 
which each was created, starting from 0. For a single transfer file, n is 0.

Verify the status of the manual transfer as follows:
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• Use the Group Manager GUI to display the Replication tab for the source volume. 
A Remote Replica entry appears for the source volume and its status is 
Manual-in-progress. (See Figure 4-9.)

Figure 4-9: In-Progress Status

• An action in the Alarms Panel persists until you complete the transfer operation.

You are now ready to copy the files to removable media.

Copying Transfer Files to Physical Media

When the transfer file creation process is complete, if necessary, transport to the remote 
location.You can monitor the status of the copy operation in the Manual Transfer Utility 
GUI window. See Appendix B, Monitoring Manual Transfer Status Using the GUI for 
more information.

Loading the Transfer Files Using the MTU GUI

Use the Manual Transfer Utility GUI on the computer with access to the secondary group 
to load the data from the transfer files into the replica placeholder.

The following topics are covered:
• Procedure for Loading Transfer Files
• Monitoring and Verifying the Load Operation
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You require the data shown in Table 4-2 to perform the load procedure:
Table 4-2: Data Required for a Manual Transfer (GUI Method)

Data Item Description and Sample User Data

Partner name The group name of the replication 
partner.

Volume name The volume name, which you use to 
identify the replica placeholder on the 
secondary group.

Path to the media D:/filename.ext

The path to the location where you 
mount or load the transfer file media.

Encryption password The encryption password, if you 
decided to use MTU encryption.

Procedure for Loading Transfer Files

On the computer with MTU installed:

1. Connect to the Group Manager GUI and log in to a group administrator account. An 
outstanding alarm for the current manual transfer is registered in the Alarms panel 
(Figure 4-10).

Figure 4-10: Alarm for Manual Transfer

2. In the Actions tab, click on Manual Transfer Utility. 

The MTU main window appears.

3. Identify the source volume in the top panel, and click Start data load (callout 1 in 
Figure 4-11).
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Figure 4-11: Start Data Load

The Load Data from Transfer File dialog appears (Figure 4-12).

Figure 4-12: Load Data from Transfer File

4. Enter the path to the transfer file (determined in Table 4-1).

(Optional) Click Encryption password and enter the correct password only if the 
transfer files are encrypted.

Click Next. MTU creates and displays temporary access control records for all the 
listed interfaces. 

5. Review the transfer file summary (Figure 4-13) and click Finish.
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Figure 4-13: Transfer File Summary

6. Click OK when the data load confirmation box appears. 

7. On the secondary group, click Commit copy Status in the Actions menu under 
Manual Replications in the Current Group. (This action confirms that the 
transfer files are loaded, but does not complete the transfer procedure.)

Monitoring and Verifying the Load Operation

Monitor the load operation by using the options described in Appendix B, Monitoring 
Manual Transfer Status Using the GUI.

Verify the status of the load operation as follows:
• The source volume entry under Manual Replications in the Current Group 

is removed.
• The Data Transfers on Local Machine panel shows a status of Done.
• In the Group Manager GUI, the Inbound tab shows the replication status as Ready, 

and a replica is listed with a status of Complete.

To complete the manual transfer replication, see Completing the Manual Transfer 
Replication Using the MTU GUI on page 4-14.
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Completing the Manual Transfer Replication Using 
the MTU GUI

The final step in the procedure is to commit the transfer on the primary group. You can 
also delete the operation from the Manual Transfer Utility GUI and optionally delete the 
associated transfer files from the computer.

The following topics are covered:
• Prerequisites for Completing Manual Transfer Replication
• Procedure for Completing Manual Transfer Replication

Prerequisites for Completing Manual Transfer Replication

Before committing:
• Make sure that all data is loaded on the secondary group and the transfer status is 

committed. 
• Use the monitoring feature described in Chapter B, Monitoring Manual Transfer 

Status Using the GUI to make sure that any MTU CLI operations are complete before 
you use the procedure described here. The Manual Transfer Utility GUI does not 
display the status of manual transfer operations performed using the CLI.

Procedure for Completing Manual Transfer Replication

Use the following procedure to complete MTU operations:

1. Log in to the Group manager GUI on the primary group.

2. Launch the MTU GUI from the left panel:

Tools > Manual transfer utility

3. Click Commit status of complete data transfers, shown in callout 1 in 
Figure 4-14. 
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Figure 4-14: Committing a Transfer

4. Click Yes when the confirmation message appears.

5. Click Delete transfer task ( ) in the Actions column under Data 
Transfers on Local Machine. The confirmation dialog appears.

(Optional) Click the checkbox next to Also delete related transfer files 
with volume data if you want to delete the transfer files.

6. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.

7. Close the MTU GUI.
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5  Using the CLI to Transfer Data

Computers running Linux do not support using the Manual Transfer Utility GUI. If you 
cannot or do not use the Manual Transfer Utility GUI, you can use the interactive 
command line interface (CLI) to the utility. This interface is also referred to as reptool.

CLI supports file name completion. Enter the first few characters of a directory or file 
name and press Tab. The prompt shows a list of matching names. You can then edit the 
name of the file to load.

Note: The MTU GUI does not display the status of manual transfer operations that you 
start by using the CLI. 

The CLI creates only one transfer file at a time. Unless all the data fits into one file, you 
must run the CLI several times to create all the transfer files needed for a volume. After 
creating the first transfer file, see Creating Multiple Transfer Files for Large Data 
Transfers on page 5-6.

Note: In the CLI output, the input and output values are usually not the same as the 
volume size. Transfer files are smaller than the volume size, because unwritten 
(unused) blocks of the volume are not copied. Even if every block of the volume 
contains data, if you use compression, the transfer files add up to less than the 
volume size.

The following topics are covered:
• Prerequisites for Transferring Files Using the CLI
• Discovering Targets
• Creating a Single Transfer File Using the CLI
• Creating Multiple Transfer Files for Large Data Transfers
• Loading Transfer Files Using the CLI
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Prerequisites for Transferring Files Using the CLI

You require the data shown in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1:   Data Required for a Manual Transfer (CLI Method)

Data Item Description and Sample User Data

Transfer file name primary_group.volume_name. 
secondary_group.n.eqda

a.The variable n is a sequence number, starting from 0 (zero), for multiple transfer files for 
the volume. (Naming the files in this format allows both GUI and CLI interfaces to correct-
ly process the transfer files for the data load operation.)

(Linux only) 
device name

The device name corresponding to the 
connected snapshot. Specify the device name 
of the whole disk (not the device name of a 
partition). For example, a Linux device name 
is: /dev/sde.

(Optional) File 
size limit

You can divide the volume data into several 
files that span multiple media by specifying a 
file size limit in Megabytes.

Encryption 
password

If you decide to use MTU encryption, you 
must supply a password.

Compression In the CLI, compression is enabled by 
default. Disable compression if the transfer 
file media has its own compression 
algorithm, or if copy speed is more important 
than data compression.

Yes/No

IP Address Primary group IP address (or the 
management IP address for the group, if 
configured).

 
___.___.___.___

Discovering Targets

When you create a transfer file on the primary group or load a transfer file on the 
secondary group, you need to log in to the targets that represent:
• The temporary snapshot (when copying data from the primary group)
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• The replica placeholder (when loading data on the secondary group)

For the target to be visible to the computer on which you are running MTU, use an iSCSI 
initiator to discover group targets. Then, locate the target with a name that includes the 
volume name and the correct timestamp and log in to the target. 

Creating a Single Transfer File Using the CLI

Use the following procedure to create a single transfer file.

The following topics are covered:
• Set Up the Connection and Launch MTU
• Create the Transfer File

Note: Before running the following procedure, create an access control record for the 
volume and apply it to the temporary snapshot that lets the initiator connect. See 
the Group Administration manual.

Set Up the Connection and Launch MTU

On a computer with MTU installed:

1. Connect to the Group Administration GUI or CLI and log in to the group 
administration account.

2. Create a replica of the volume, specifying the manual transfer option. 

For example, using the Group Manager CLI, use this command:

beta> volume select volume-name replication create replica 
manual partner-name

3. On the computer with the Manual Transfer Utility installed, use an iSCSI initiator to 
log in to the temporary snapshot on the primary group. See Discovering Targets on 
page 5-2.

Start the Manual Transfer Utility CLI one of the following ways:
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— (Windows) Open a command prompt and run the reptool executable, specifying 
the full path to the utility (C:\Program 
Files\EqualLogic\reptool\reptool.exe)

— (Windows) From the Windows Start menu, click All Programs > EqualLogic 
> Manual Transfer Utility

— (Linux) In a terminal window, specify the full path to the reptool.py executable, 
such as /usr/bin/reptool.py.

Create the Transfer File

1. Select operation 1: copy data from a replica snapshot to a transfer 
file.

2. Enter the number of the appropriate replica snapshot from the list (Windows) or 
specify the device name (Linux).

3. Enter a name for the transfer file, specifying the full path, or drive letter if you are 
writing directly to removable media.  
 
For example: C:\temp\group1.emailvol.group2.0.eqd.

The file name is automatically appended with the extension .eqd.

(Optional) Specify a limit on the size of the transfer file.

(Optional) Create an encryption password.

(Optional) Choose n to the prompt Do you want to compress transfer file, 
if you do not want to use compression.

4. (Conditional) Enter an IP address if prompted. Enter the group IP address or the 
management network if configured.  
 
The copy operation starts. When it completes, the CLI displays a message indicating 
whether or not more files are needed. 

5. Exit MTU. 
Note: If you need to create more files, see Creating Multiple Transfer Files for 
Large Data Transfers on page 5-6.
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6. (Optional) Copy the transfer file from the computer to external media (unless you 
created the transfer file directly on external media, such as an external hard drive).

You can now send the media to the location of the receiving group, and then load the 
transfer file into the replica set on the receiving group, as described in Loading Transfer 
Files Using the CLI on page 5-8.

The following example shows a complete operation that created a single transfer file for 
the volume contents.

C:\Program Files\EqualLogic\reptool>reptool
Welcome to the command line version of the Manual Transfer Utility.
Manual Transfer Utility Version 1.1.0.70917

        Copyright (C) 2006-2008 by Dell, Inc.

Only use the command line version of the Manual Transfer Utility if
you attempted to use the Manual Transfer Utility GUI and received an
error message.  See the Group Administration manual for information
about manual transfer replication.

Enter the number associated with the operation you want to perform.

 0. Exit reptool.
 1. Copy data from a replica snapshot to a transfer file.
 2. Load a transfer file into a replication placeholder.
 3. Collect diagnostic information for your support provider.

Operation: 1

Enter the number associated with the replica snapshot.

  1. vol1-2008-02-29-11:30:03.2

Replica snapshot: 1
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Creating Multiple Transfer Files for Large Data 
Transfers

If the volume data cannot fit into a single transfer file, you must create additional files. 
Repeat the following procedure until all the files have been created.

The following topics are covered:
• Procedure for Creating Multiple Transfer Files

Enter a name for the transfer file.  You must specify the full path
name.  It is recommended that you use the following file name format:

primary_group.volume_name.secondary_group.n.eqd

The variable n is a sequence number used if you will be creating
multiple transfer files for the volume.

Transfer file name: e:\group1.vol1.beta.0.eqd

Optionally, enter the transfer file size limit in MB.  The value in
brackets shows the available space on the transfer file device.

Transfer file size limit in MB [35]:

Enter the encryption password for the transfer file.
Press the ENTER or RETURN key if you do not want encryption.

Password:

Do you want to compress the transfer file (y/n) [y]:

10244 MB of 10244 MB in, 21 MB of 35 MB out, 19.7 MB/s

The copy operation is complete.  No additional transfer files are needed.

Press the ENTER key to exit.
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• Procedure for Creating Multiple Transfer Files

Prerequisites for Creating Multiple Transfer Files

You require the data specified in Table 5-2:
Table 5-2: Data Required for Creating Multiple Transfer Files

Data Item Description and Sample User Data

Transfer file name The CLI commands support command-line editing. 
For example, you can enter the first few characters 
of the previous transfer file name and press Tab. 
The prompt displays a list of matching file names. 
You can modify the file name. (For example, to 
increment its sequence number.) Dell recommends 
using the same naming convention for all transfer 
files for a volume.

File write location For each consecutive transfer file, you can specify a 
different drive or path name or mount empty media 
on the same drive letter that you previously 
specified. 

Encryption Supply a password if you intend to encrypt the 
transfer files.

Compression 
(default)

You can disable compression if you are writing the 
transfer file to a medium that has its own 
compression algorithm (such as a tape), or if the 
speed of the copy operation is more important than 
data compression.

yes/no

Procedure for Creating Multiple Transfer Files

Use the following procedures to create multiple transfer files.

If an initiator is not already connected to the temporary snapshot, connect it. For details, 
see the Group Administration manual.
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On the same computer on which you created the first transfer file, do the following: 

1. Start the Manual Transfer Utility CLI by running the reptool executable or, from the 
Windows Start menu, click All Programs > EqualLogic > Manual Transfer 
Utility.

2. Enter y at the prompt informing you that an earlier operation is incomplete and needs 
more files. 

3. Enter a file name and optionally a file write location for the next transfer file.

4. Specify a limit on the size of the transfer file, if applicable. (The number in brackets in 
the prompt shows the amount of free space.)

(Optional) Enter an encryption password.

(Optional) Choose n to the prompt Do you want to compress transfer file, 
if you do not want to use compression.

(Optional) To create more files, go to step 2.

5. Exit the program.

6. Send the media to the location of the receiving group.

If you divided the volume data among several transfer files, make sure to copy all the files 
for the volume onto the external media.

You (or the administrator of the receiving group) can now load the transfer files into the 
replica set on the receiving group, as described in Loading Transfer Files Using the CLI 
on page 5-8.

Loading Transfer Files Using the CLI

When you have created transfer files and physically transferred them to the location of the 
secondary group, you can load the data from the transfer files into the replica placeholder 
on the secondary group.

The following topics are covered:
• Prerequisites for Loading Transfer Files
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• Identifying and Connecting to the Replica Placeholder
• Loading the Transfer Files
• Use the Group Manager CLI to Complete the Manual Replication

Prerequisites for Loading Transfer Files

Before you can load the transfer files, you must make the transfer files on the external 
media accessible to the computer running MTU with access to the secondary group. For 
example, insert the CD–ROM or copy the files from tape to a directory.

You require the data specified in Table 5-3.
Table 5-3: Data Required for Loading Transfer Files

Data Item Description and Sample User Data

Partner name The name of the replication partner (the 
primary group).

Initiator name The name assigned to the initiator, which you 
can determine by viewing the iSCSI initiator 
properties page. For example:
iqn.1991-05.com.microsoft:admin-pc
.company.com

Volume name Helps you identify the replica placeholder on 
the secondary group.

Linux path name The device name corresponding to the 
connected replica placeholder, such as:  
/dev/sde.

Identifying and Connecting to the Replica Placeholder

On the computer with MTU installed and access to the secondary group:

1. Connect to the Group Manager CLI on the secondary group and log into the group 
administration account.

2. Identify the name of the replica placeholder by using the following command:

beta> partner select partner_name inbound-replicaset show
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Identify the name of the replica placeholder in the output from the command you 
entered in Step 2. Look for the string in-progress in the column titled Status. 

The following example shows how to identify a replica placeholder:

beta> partner select group1 inbound-replicaset show

Name            ReservedSpace FreeSpace    Replicas Status

--------------- ------------- ------------ -------- ----------

vol2.1          2.61GB        1.3GB        1        ready

vol1.1          8.03GB        4.01GB       2        in-progress

3. Create an access control record that allows the computer to connect to the replica 
placeholder using the following command:

partner select partner_name inbound-replicaset select 
volume_name access create initiator init_name

For example, 

beta> partner select group1 inbound-replicaset select vol1.1 access 
create initiator iqn.1991-05.com.microsoft:admin-pc.company.com

Created access entry with ID 3.

Make a note of the access control record number that is created, so you can delete it 
when the transfer is complete. 

4. Connect the computer to the iSCSI target associated with the replica placeholder 
identified in Step 3. See Discovering Targets on page 5-2.

5. Start the Manual Transfer Utility CLI by running the reptool executable or, from the 
Windows Start menu, click All Programs > EqualLogic > Manual Transfer 
Utility.

Loading the Transfer Files

1. Select operation 2: Load a transfer file into a replication 
placeholder

2. Identify the replica placeholder as follows:
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- On Windows computers, enter the number displayed for the replica placeholder.

- On Linux operating systems, specify the device name corresponding to the 
connected replica placeholder (for example, /dev/sde).

3. Enter the name of the transfer file to load, including the path or drive letter. 

4. If requested, enter the password for the transfer file. When the operation completes, a 
message appears notifying you if more transfer files are expected to complete the 
transfer. 

(Optional) Load additional transfer files for the same replica set by exiting MTU and 
restarting it. A message states that the transfer is incomplete.

5. Exit the MTU.

(Optional) If you created multiple transfer files, as described Creating Multiple 
Transfer Files for Large Data Transfers on page 5-6, you must repeat the loading 
operation until all transfer files are loaded. 

6. Exit from MTU when you have loaded all the required files.

7. Using the secondary group CLI, disconnect the iSCSI initiator from the replica 
placeholder.

You can now use the Group Manager CLI to complete the transfer and initiate replication 
over the network.

The following example steps show a complete data load operation using the Manual 
Transfer Utility CLI (reptool).



Welcome to the command line version of the Manual Transfer Utility.
Manual Transfer Utility Version 1.1.0.70917

        Copyright (C) 2006-2008 by Dell, Inc.

Only use the command line version of the Manual Transfer Utility if
you attempted to use the Manual Transfer Utility GUI and received an
error message.  See the Group Administration manual for information
about manual transfer replication.

Enter the number associated with the operation you want to perform.

 0. Exit reptool.
 1. Copy data from a replica snapshot to a transfer file.
 2. Load a transfer file into a replication placeholder.
 3. Collect diagnostic information for your support provider.

Operation:2

Enter the number associated with the replica placeholder.

  1. vol1.1-2008-03-03-13:54:30.3

Replica placeholder: 1

Enter the name of the transfer file you want to load.  You must
specify the full path name.

Transfer file name: e:\group1.vol1.beta.0.eqd

21 MB of 21 MB in, 3075 MB of 10244 MB out, 0.0 MB/s

The load operation is complete.

Press the ENTER key to exit.
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Use the Group Manager CLI to Complete the Manual Replication

Use the following procedure to complete the transfer. 
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Note: When deleting access control records, you must not delete record number 1. It is 
required for network replication between the groups. (This record has a user name 
that matches the source group name, and an authentication method of chap-local.) 

1. Enter the following command to view the access control records: 
 
beta> partner select partner_name inbound-replicaset select 
replicaset_name access show

2. Enter the following command to delete the access control record for the replica set: 
 
beta> partner select partner_name inbound-replicaset select 
replicaset_name access delete number

For example:

beta> partner select group1 inbound-replicaset select vol1.1 
access del 2

Do you really want to delete? (y/n) [n]y 
Access entry deletion succeeded.

3. On the secondary group, enter the following command to update the replication status:  
 
beta> partner select partner_name inbound-replicaset select 
replica_set_name manual-xfer done 
 
For example:

beta> partner select group1 inbound-replicaset select vol1.1 
manual-xfer done

When you update the replication status the manual transfer is complete. On both groups, 
the replication status changes to ready (for the replica set) and complete (for the first 
replica). It might take several minutes (or longer) to update the status on the source group.
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Appendix A Planning Worksheet

Table A-1 provides a planning worksheet with sample data that enables you to estimate the 
maximum required media and file size limits.

Table A-1: Manual Replication Planning Worksheet

Planning Item Sample Data User Data Notes

A Volume in-use 
capacity

220GB Use the in-use size of 
the source volume.

B Media Type Dual-layer DVD

C File Size Limit 2.0GB If the media has a file 
size limit.

D Media Capacity 8.5 GB

E Usable Capacity 8.33 GB =D x.98%

F Actual Capacity 8 GB =Int(A/F)+A

G Media Required 28 =Int(A/C)+1

H Number of Files 110 =Int(A/F)+A

I Write method or 
Application

Windows internal 
DVD burning.

J Encryption 
password

sqldatarep$1 Do not write down 
the password.

Knowing the number of media required, and the typical copy time, enables you to estimate 
the time required to create the transfer files. Fewer blank media are required when you 
enable compression, and the procedure might take significantly less time.
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Appendix B Monitoring Manual Transfer Status 
Using the GUI

For each volume using manual transfer replication, you can monitor the status of the copy 
operation status and the load operation. The status indicates if more files must be created 
for a copy operation and if more files must be loaded for a load operation.

Note: You cannot use the GUI to monitor the status of any operations that you initiated 
by using the CLI.

When the commit operation is complete, update the status. If you have many volumes 
using manual transfer replication that finish at different times, you can update the load 
status individually as you complete them.

Alternately, you can update the status for all volumes whose manual transfer replications 
are complete: 
• On the source group, updating the copy status for a specific volume removes the alarm 

for that volume from the Actions panel. The alarm on the receiving group remains 
active until you have finished loading the transfer files into the replica set and 
committed that operation.

• On the receiving group, updating the load status for a specific volume removes the 
alarm for that volume from the Actions panel on both groups, if applicable, and 
changes the replication status to complete on both groups.

• On the receiving group, updating the status for all complete data transfers removes the 
alarms from the Actions panel on both groups, and changes the replication status to 
complete, for all volumes whose manual transfer operations are complete. 

Note: Future replications for a volume (including those run by a schedule) cannot start 
until the entire manual transfer replication is complete.

The following topics are covered:
• Displaying Copy Status
• Displaying Load Status
• Displaying Details for a Specific Transfer Operation
• Updating Status for Completed Operations
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Displaying Copy Status

Start the Manual Transfer Utility, if it is not already running.
• In the top panel, the copy status (on the source group) is shown in the Data 

transfer status column for the appropriate volume. 
• In the bottom panel, the Status column shows that the Copy data to file operation is 

done (Figure B-1). 

Figure B-1: Manual Transfer Utility GUI – Source Group Copy Status 

Displaying Load Status 

Start the Manual Transfer Utility, if it is not already running.
• In the top panel, the load status (on the receiving group) is shown in the Data 

transfer status column for the appropriate volume. 
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• In the bottom panel, the Status column shows that the Load data from file operation is 
done (Figure B-2).

Figure B-2: Manual Transfer Utility GUI – Receiving Group Load Status 

Displaying Details for a Specific Transfer Operation

Select the operation in the bottom panel and click the Show details icon ( ) in the 
Actions column. The Data transfer details window opens (Figure B-3).
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Figure B-3: Data Transfer Details for a Volume 

Table B-1 describes the Data transfer status column. 
Table B-1: Data Transfer Status 

Status Description 

Not started Transfer has not started.

Running Transfer is in progress. In the bottom panel, the Progress column 
shows the current percentage of completion.

For a load operation, if all the transfer files are available to the 
computer, they are loaded automatically.

Need more files Additional transfer files must be created (on the source group) or 
loaded (on the receiving group).

To create more transfer files, load blank media onto the same drive 
letter you specified previously or make temporary space available in 
the same directory you specified previously and then click Resume 
( ) in the Actions column.

To load more transfer files, make them available to the computer or 
mount the media onto the same drive letter you specified previously 
and then click Resume ( ) in the Actions column.
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Figure B-4 shows a completed manual transfer that is ready to be committed. The bottom 
panel shows the history of this transfer operation, including the copy step (on the source 
group) and the load step (on the receiving group).

Interrupted Manual transfer replication was stopped by the user. 

To continue creating or loading transfer files, click Resume ( ). 

If you interrupt and then resume a copy operation, the utility creates 
the next file in the sequence. The interrupted transfer file might be 
smaller than the others, but is still valid. All the transfer files are 
used during the data load operation on the receiving group.

If you interrupt and then resume a load operation, the operation 
continues loading data from the same transfer file that was in 
progress.

Transfer is 
complete 

All necessary transfer files have been created for the volume, or 
loaded into the replica set.

To commit the copy status (which updates only the source group), 
click Commit copy status.

To commit the load status (which updates the replication status on 
both partners), click Commit status to group.

If necessary, copy the files to external media. You might have to use 
another application, such as a CD-ROM writer. Send the media to 
the location of the replication partner. 

You can then load the transfer files into the replica set on the 
receiving group.

Error An error occurred. To see details about the error, click Show Details 
( ).

Table B-1: Data Transfer Status (Continued)

Status Description 
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Figure B-4: Manual Transfer Utility GUI – Load Complete 

Updating Status for Completed Operations

Click Commit status of complete data transfers at the top of the Manual 
Transfer Utility GUI.
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